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Since 1990, northern Madagascar has been overwhelmed by successive and overlapping resource booms and
busts. Erratic commodity markets—including those for gold, sapphires, vanilla, and rosewood—have sent rural
Malagasy residents moving back and forth between various forms of extraction and production with unprece
dented volatility. This article explores the history and lives of northern Madagascar’s makeshift miners-turnedloggers-turned-cash-croppers in order to rethink small-scale resource extraction in a highly speculative, latecapitalist global economy. Resource workers in the region, we argue, have transformed from migrants who
view extractive activities as temporary complements to subsistence agriculture to mobile subjects chasing one
resource boom after another, often abandoning stable agrarian aspirations altogether. Although originating in
the cosmopolitan global North, late-capitalist economic volatility nonetheless shapes extractive subjectivities in
the global South, contributing to more flexible extraction and livelihoods. Flexible extractive subjects in northern
Madagascar, we conclude, provide a rural parallel to the late-capitalist subjects of the global North. They
represent a growing class of flexible labor in the global South that bears notable resemblance to the gig economy
workers currently dominating discussions of precarious work in the twenty-first century.

1. Introduction
Fabian works as a gold miner. In 2018, nearly the entirety of his
income came from artisanal extraction of the mineral obtained through
either panning in streams or chiseling in underground tunnels. But
Fabian hasn’t always and only been a gold miner. Indeed, he is just as
comfortable with a saw and axe as with a hammer, chisel, shovel, and
pan. In 2006, when northern Madagascar began experiencing a rose
wood logging boom fueled by speculative demand from China, Fabian
transitioned to the lucrative sector. The money was good and got even
better as the bonanza reached a crescendo following Madagascar’s 2009
coup d’état. Yet, as the rosewood economy began to slow following the
Malagasy government’s periodic moves to “close” the sector under
pressure from conservation-minded Western donors, Fabian again took
his earnings elsewhere—first, momentarily, to wage labor in the far
north, and then to gold mining in the northwest. The global financial
crisis of 2007–2009 had sent the international price of gold to neverbefore-seen heights and, sensing another opportunity to strike it rich,
Fabian decamped to the goldfields of Betsiaka, where he works to this
day.

Fabian has yet to hit “big money” (vola maventy), but he has a plan for
when he does: to invest in vanilla and sapphires, two other highly vol
atile export economies in the region. During the time Fabian worked as a
miner, the price of vanilla went from under $25 per kilogram to
$600—more than the price of silver. Beyond capitalizing on such vanilla
booms, he also aspires to one day become a gemstone trader, reflecting
knowledge gained from other miners’ stories of searching for sapphires.
Such versatile resource work is common in northern Madagascar. From
gold, to sapphires, to rosewood and vanilla, resource economies boom
and bust, and rural residents like Fabian must be prepared.
Fabian, we will argue in this article, is not unique, but representative
of a growing group of extractive subjects in the global South who
operate within the context of a late-capitalist, speculative economy.
Although the specific resources Fabian works with are particular to the
region, his necessary flexibility is not. He and workers like him, we
contend, comprise an emerging class of flexible extractive subjects,
building on the term “flexible frontier-makers” coined by Zhu and
Peluso (2021). Analyzing the diverse interplay of extractive, agrarian,
and cash-cropping opportunities in northern Madagascar, we demon
strate how sites of resource extraction in the region bridge the divide
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between the speculative extremes of the global virtual economy, on one
hand, and the persistent materiality of rural places subject to this
volatility, on the other. While the physical work of the region’s export
economies—mining, logging, and cash cropping—remains highly ma
terial and largely pre-industrial in terms of techniques and technology,
the demand sides of these economies, in contrast, are the product of the
speculative whims of a small, cosmopolitan global elite. Northern
Madagascar thus connects post-industrial financial speculation with preindustrial extraction and production, and resource workers like Fabian
sit at the nexus.
Malagasy loggers-turned-miners-turned-cash-croppers complicate
the categories of “peasant,” “smallholder,” or “petty commodity pro
ducer” that feature so prominently in classic accounts of agrarian change
(Scott, 1977; Bernstein, 2010). Their livelihoods are necessarily mobile,
assembled through chasing one resource boom after the next. Flexible
extractive subjects like Fabian depart from the classic agrarian ideal, yet
they do not conform with predictions of proletarianization either. For
example, June Nash (1979) and Michael Taussig’s (1980) seminal pro
jection of mining labor proletarianization, in which the mines provide “a
synecdoche for the modern age of industrialization,” is nowhere to be
found in northern Madagascar. Indeed, resource economies in the
region—as well as many parts of the global South—have instigated very
little capitalist “development” or class formation in the traditional sense.
Instead, they are part of a wider network of informal export operations
that persist and even proliferate within the new global economy (Fer
guson, 2006; Tsing, 2015). These economies provide a synecdoche not
for the modern age of industrialization, but for the postmodern, post
industrial age of precarity (Butler, 2004; Standing, 2011, 2014).
To account for the indeterminacy of contemporary rural life in the
global South, scholars of agrarian change now propose new hybrid
terms. Nancy Peluso (2017) writes of “smallholder miners” and “the
flexible nature of the smallholder slot,” in which Indonesian small
holders alternate between gold mining, rubber planting, wage labor, and
agrarian production (p. 838). Similarly, Kuntala Lahiri-Dutt (2018)
writes of “extractive peasants” who exchange “ploughs for picks” as they
increasingly turn to informal mineral extraction and a diversity of
livelihood strategies that depart from conventional pastoralism. Build
ing on this work, our case in northern Madagascar illustrates not
exchanging ploughs for picks, but rather learning to deftly handle both
as opportunities arise in turn. The empirical dynamics we explore offer
further evidence of “deagrarianization” and “livelihood diversification”
in rural Africa (e.g., see Bryceson, 1996, 2002, 2018; Lahiri-Dutt et al.,
2014; Hilson, 2010, 2011, 2016; Alobo Loison, 2015), while also
revealing how these processes unfold within the context of highly
speculative demands from cosmopolitan centers. Such speculative dy
namics, we argue, manifest not only in the flexibility of post-industrial
knowledge workers of the global North, but also in the rise of flexible
extractors—and flexible extraction—in the global South.
While emphasizing the connection between global North and South,
our focus is not on the hegemonic pretensions of state-corporate actors
and large-scale resource exploitation—the sort of circumstances that
Tomas Frederiksen and Matthew Himley’s (2020) influential review of
the topic covers. As with Frederiksen and Himley and the other articles
in this special issue, we are interested in extractive subjectivities and
globalization, but not in terms of large-scale, state-corporate operations.
While such actors and activities have long been part of northern
Madagascar’s extractive landscape, they have thus far been unable to
consolidate authority, enclose resources, or forge territory at scale so as
to become a dominant determinant of rural subjectivities (Klein, 2020).
Rather, we examine how subjectivities develop as global demands from
elite post-industrial centers are met and realized not through the
mediation of large-scale extractors, but through the material laboring of
flexible, small-scale entrepreneurs facing both the extreme precarity of
contemporary rural life as well as the fleeting opportunities that are its
flip side. What we describe, in other words, is not the monolithic
expansion of Northern-based corporate extraction across Southern

landscapes, but rather the fragmented connection between untethered
global capital in search of highest returns and small-scale manual pro
duction processes that anchor these returns in the material world.
Despite extreme differences in content, the flexibility of extractive
subjects in northern Madagascar bears strong parallels with the flexible
knowledge and service workers that define our current era of late cap
italism (Mandel, 1975; Jameson, 1991) and post-Fordist “flexible
accumulation” (Harvey, 1989). Both are in a sense “untethered” from
corporate or state structures (the industrial mine, the factory, the
pension) and must operate in a world defined by flexible accumulation
strategies. Both can be seen as products of the “failure of longestablished transition narratives” that are supposed to culminate in
the “‘proper jobs’ of modern industrial society” (Ferguson and Li, 2018).
Yet, late capitalism and the subjective flexibility it requires are theorized
almost exclusively within the post-industrial global North, belying their
entanglements with the global South.
Late capitalist hallmarks—the transition from mass production and
stabilizing economic policies to more flexible forms of financialization,
instant communication, and ephemeral consumer desires—and their
attendant subjective shifts are rarely discussed within the context of
rural spaces in the global South. While scholars may speak of the
industrialization of the countryside via the spread of industrial mining,
agriculture, and factory work to rural spaces, post-industrial flexible
subjectivities are rarely discussed within these settings, and certainly
not in connection with extractive work that has endured for centuries
with few apparent changes. As much as late capitalism depends on labor
regimes across the global South and new forms of global production
connecting the North and South, theories of the late-capitalist subject
are still predominantly associated with the global North (for an excep
tion, see Neimark et al. (2020) on the “eco-precariat” of the global
South).
This is, of course, because agrarian production large or small in the
global South remains highly material compared to the knowledge and
service work of the post-industrial global North. Yet, as this article will
reveal, rural subjects in this corner of the South experience the specu
lative dynamics and ephemeral consumer desires of late capitalism just
as keenly as in the North, if not more. Materially, they may inhabit
largely pre-industrial landscapes, but in terms of economic volatility and
the flexible subjectivities required to respond to such uncertainty,
northern Madagascar’s extractive subjects maintain a post-industrial
sensibility.
Drawing on historical research and ethnographic fieldwork, this
article uses the case of northern Madagascar and its resource booms and
busts to explore the parallels between flexible labor in the global North
and South. We argue that the global geographies of late capitalism are
generating a cohort of more flexible extractive subjects in the region that
bear surprising complementarities with the flexible post-industrial
subjects of cosmopolitan centers. Shaped by experiences of mobility
and precarity rooted in their navigation of volatile price dynamics and
emergent export opportunities, resource workers such as Fabian provide
an agrarian parallel to flexible late-capitalist subjects conventionally
conceived within the context of the global North.
2. Late capitalism and the rise of flexible extraction
“Late capitalism”—a term popularized by Frederic Jameson (1991),
following Ernst Mandel (1975)—describes a period of capitalism that
has been around for decades, but remains surprisingly apt when applied
to the contemporary era. In both academic and popular discourse, late
capitalism continues to capture the de-materialized, consumer-driven
economy in which demands in the global North are met through the
bricolage of digital and industrial production processes across the globe.
The term, in short, is “a catchall phrase for the indignities and absur
dities of our contemporary economy, with its yawning inequality and
super-powered corporations and shrinking middle class” (Lowrey,
2017).
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The transition to late capitalism roughly corresponds with the tran
sition from Fordism to post-Fordist flexible accumulation (or from
“monopoly” to “multinational” capitalism) as documented by David
Harvey (1989). Fordism—covering the 1930s to 1960s—represents the
heyday of monopoly capitalism, culminating in Fordist assembly pro
duction. It is a particular model of capital accumulation based on tenets
of industrial mass production, delivering a constant stream of stan
dardized goods to consumers and generating surplus value through the
savings of standardization. Post-Fordism—or late capitalism—emerged
as the solution to the eventual market saturation and waning returns of
Fordist mass production beginning in the 1970s. It is based on creating
needs rather than meeting them; the propensity to consume is directly
manipulated through advertising and product diversification. Surplus
value accumulation is increasingly de-materialized through the prolif
eration of services and the financialization of investment. The rigidities
of the so-called Keynesian compromise between capital, labor, and the
state are lost amidst a sea of outsourced labor, instant communication,
ephemeral desires, and perpetual disposability driven by neoliberal
policy reforms.
Still appertaining to the present context, late capitalism has been
buttressed by other terms describing its effects: precarity, the gig
economy, and the “precariat” at its service (Butler, 2004; Davis, 2006;
Standing, 2011). As a type of twenty-first-century proletariat, the pre
cariat lays no claim to a firm job or “position,” but rather is afforded only
a “role”—fleeting and insecure, but desirable nonetheless (Standing,
2014). After decades of post-Fordist accumulation, precarity has become
a way of life for most coming of age in the twenty-first-century global
North. Even the upper classes are ensnared.
Beyond this political economic transformation, however, late capi
talism and the precarity it brings also involve a profound cultural
transformation. For Jameson and Harvey, this cultural transformation is
marked by the transition from modernism to postmodernism. Post
modernism is what Jameson refers to as “the cultural logic of late cap
italism”—a cultural reflection of the “ultimate dematerialization” of
economic processes and everyday life (Jameson, 1997). Through frag
mented visual reproductions, ephemeral consumer culture, and schizo
phrenic signifiers with no referents, “the cultural logic of late
capitalism” embodies the inherent volatility of the new global economy.
Yet, in writing about the ultimate dematerialization of global capital and
defining the cultural logic of late capitalism in relation to it, Jameson
overlooks the fact that, even within a late-capitalist global economy, the
dematerialized still often comes in brutal contact with the very material
world.
This is the case in northern Madagascar. In terms of production, little
has changed in the region’s resource economies over the past many
decades, or even centuries. On the demand side, however, Madagascar’s
resource economies have undergone massive transformations. Gold,
sapphires, vanilla, and rosewood are subject to unprecedented volatility,
with producer prices potentially oscillating by orders of magnitude
within months or even days. Extraction and production might happen
via methods little changed from those centuries prior, but they now
serve the increasingly volatile demands of the twenty-first-century vir
tual economy.
One wonders what type of “cultural logic” or postmodern subjec
tivity might prevail in places such as this. If the dematerialization of
finance capital finds its cultural analogue in postmodernism, as Jameson
suggests, what then is the cultural logic of a place where paper money
suddenly materializes in large windfalls—or not at all?
While precarity and flexibility might be new to white-collar workers
in the global North, such conditions have been longstanding elsewhere.
Precarious, unprotected, and informal employment has long been “taken
as a given” in Madagascar and across the global South (Munck et al.,
2020, p. 362; see also Baca, 2004; Breman, 2013; Munck, 2013). Colo
nial regimes in Africa purposefully conjured precarious contexts,
depriving indigenous populations of adequate farmland so as to force
them into waged work on plantations or in mines—while simultaneously

benefiting from the “subsidy” provided by their continued household
subsistence production (Bernstein, 2010). The conditions of “de
pendency” in Latin America beginning in the 1960s or “informality” in
Africa beginning in the 1970s provide further historical contrasts against
the largely ethnocentric deployment of the term precarity in the twentyfirst century. When used today, precarity implies a deviation from the
norm of stability, but it is this so-called norm—“the North Atlantic postwar ‘Golden Era’”—that is the exception (Munck et al., 2020, p. 362).
Even more, as Joseph Choonara (2020) notes, precarity is in fact not the
typical condition in current UK employment patterns, nor in many
wealthy countries of the global North.
While precarity itself is not new in the global South, precarious op
portunities were historically often tempered by and/or conditionally
accepted in pursuit of more stable-seeming agrarian livelihoods. That is,
volatile and temporary income sources were viewed as a means toward
achieving the ultimate end of steady sedentary production, of owning
one’s land and eventually settling down to cultivate it. For certain
communities in the global South, however, this longstanding dream of
agrarian stability is changing. For many of northern Madagascar’s
resource workers, as the remainder of this article will show, the appeal
of the agrarian ideal has faded in the face of emerging economic op
portunities that come and go according to late capitalist financial vol
atilities. Similar dynamics have been explored in scholarship focused on
contexts in the urban global South—e.g., information technology
workers in India (Roy, 2021) and banking sector workers in Brazil
(Sproll, 2013)—where service-based economies have expanded from the
North. Examples from the rural global South are less frequent, but
include the expansion of environmental services, such as carbon ac
counting, creating what Neimark et al. (2020) refer to as the “eco-pre
cariat,” established to “meet the volatile demands of an ever-expanding
environmental service-based economy” (p. 498). Departing from these
examples, the case of northern Madagascar demonstrates not the
expansion of post-industrial, service-based work within the global
South, but rather how rural extractive laborers have adopted heightened
mobilities and flexibilities in response to rising global economic vola
tility. While the work itself remains pre-industrial in nature and not at all
service-based, the immense uncertainty under which it takes place in
culcates in those pursuing such livelihoods a post-industrial subjectivity.
The following section illustrates this shift through the historical context
of northern Madagascar.
3. From migrants to mobile subjects
Rural Malagasy people have long engaged in resource-based labor
migration, especially amidst economic and social transformations dur
ing nineteenth-century Merina imperialism and twentieth-century
French colonialism. Since the late 1990s, however, resource sector mi
grations that were before intermittent and driven by state-corporate
extractors have become more frequent, intense, and ad hoc—particu
larly in the island’s export-dependent north. Migration is no longer
imposed by the state nor tethered to corporate conglomerations and is
also less frequently viewed as a transient means to a final sedentary
agrarian ideal. With the financialization of the global economy, trends in
the physical movement of rural laborers have transformed away from
punctuated moments of migration and towards persistent mobilities (see
Boas et al., 2018; Boas et al., 2019). Like the post-industrial subjects of
the global North, labor in rural Madagascar has become more “free” and
“flexible”—or, put differently, “precarious” and “uncertain”—to
accommodate the rapidly shifting needs of late capitalism. This was not
always the case.
The island’s first documented large-scale labor migrations date back
to the nineteenth century, when the Merina empire attempted to spur
development through the establishment of cash-crop plantations and the
exploitation of forest and mineral resources (Campbell, 2005). The
monarchy sought to meet the concomitant rise in demand for labor
through fanampoana—corvée, or forced labor—and attempted to
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establish migrating regiments of woodcutters, miners, plantation
workers, and the like (Campbell, 2013, 1988). However, such imperial
practices were broadly unsuccessful, failing to marshal an adequate
workforce and breeding strong resentment (Campbell, 2013, 1988).
Moreover, fearing the loss of economic clout to rivals (foreign or do
mestic), Merina elites imposed onerous restrictions on private opera
tions (Campbell, 1988). Despite some efforts to liberalize in the 1880s
and 1890s, this combination of factors led to tepid growth in production,
extraction, and industrialization more generally, and suppressed eco
nomic migratory trends (Campbell, 2005).
The transition to French colonial rule brought both continuity and
change in labor policies and migration tied to commodity production.
Labor availability was a top preoccupation for French administrators,
who frequently expressed concern over its scarcity and unreliability visà-vis the workforce demands of plantations and mines (Sodikoff, 2012;
Klein, 2020, forthcoming). Colonial officials in Madagascar relied on a
concession-and-taxation system common throughout colonial Africa
(Maddox, 2006; Reader, 1998). French settlers were granted large
concessions for cash-crop production, mineral extraction, and/or forest
product harvesting, and granted broad discretion in terms of labor and
remuneration arrangements. This provided revenue for the colonial
administration while simultaneously enclosing subsistence use areas,
ultimately forcing indigenous Malagasy smallholders into wage labor
arrangements (Scales, 2014; Sodikoff, 2012). Meanwhile, the French
colonial regime imposed a “moralizing tax” (l’impôt moralisateur) on
indigenous households and banned various productive practices
(notably tavy, or swidden agriculture), further compelling rural Mala
gasy people into selling their labor on French concessions (Desjeux,
1979; Scales, 2014).
While taxation and the interdiction of swidden agriculture were
strongly resisted by rural Malagasy people (Jarosz, 1993; Kull, 2004),
such pressures coincided with a series of other devel
opments—population growth, limited access to land for rice paddy
expansion, improving transportation infrastructure—that cumulatively
did produce a significant increase in labor migration (Deschamps,
1959). Rural laborers from the southeast, far south, and central high
lands, especially, moved to plantations on the east coast and in the
northeast, and to mines in the north-central and far northern regions
(Deschamps, 1959; Zhang, 2018). Migration took two general forms:
circular and permanent. In the former case, laborers moved to
commodity-producing areas for seasonal work or year(s)-long stints,
afterward returning to their areas of origin (and sometimes repeating
this cycle several times). Alternatively, some migrants opted instead to
settle in destination regions. In either instance, such commodity pro
duction was a temporary endeavor undertaken for purposes of accu
mulating sufficient wealth to acquire land, livestock, and farming inputs
that would facilitate a successful return to stable agrarian subsistence
(Deschamps, 1959).
The rise of labor migration tied to commodity production during precolonial and colonial times thus did not represent a substantial infiltra
tion of market relations or any other sort of rupture in rural Malagasy
society (Desjeux, 1979). Instead, labor migration and associated wages
were deftly folded into preexisting social dynamics of production and
reproduction. Young men (who dominated migrant flows) rarely
migrated on a whim, or as part of some individualized vision of selfadvancement via their insertion into a growing and volatile capitalist
economy. Instead, patriarchal household heads and local customary
authorities were heavily involved in decision-making, often viewing
wealth generated through migrant labor as a resource to be drawn on in
the event of various family exigencies—tomb construction, a poor har
vest, or the expansion of family herds or fields (Deschamps, 1959;
Desjeux, 1979). Despite years of interluding cash cropping or mineral
extraction, migrants ultimately returned to their home regions or
established themselves as agrarian producers in new settlement desti
nations, in either case discarding their roles as miners or loggers and
reclaiming their lives, livelihoods, and identities as “rice growers” or

“pastoralist-forester-farmers” (Deschamps, 1959, p. 203). They resisted
being defined by, and having their labor fully controlled by, statecorporate-driven commodity production.
Today, resistance to state-corporate control persists across northern
Madagascar’s resource frontiers. Gold miners ignore concession
boundaries, approaching and managing mineral fields as commons
(Klein, forthcoming). Miners, loggers, and cultivators work within pro
tected areas despite the efforts of conservation NGOs, state agencies, and
(oft-violent) law enforcement to enclose and exclude. Rosewood
workers protest government policies (Anonymous, 2018), and vanilla
growers decry price fluctuations and exploitation by buyers while
enacting vigilante justice against thieves (Osterhoudt, 2020). Bonanza
strikes, price spikes, and attendant windfalls are domesticated by
resource workers via “daring consumption” and “hot money” spending
sprees (Walsh, 2003; Zhu, 2018).
Gone, however, is any resistance to commodity-tied labor, per se.
Residents of northern Madagascar have instead embraced ny toe-tsaina
amin’ny asa fanondranana vokatra, “the mentality of working with
export commodities” (Zhu, 2018)—perhaps due in large part to
neoliberal reforms that opened the island to foreign capital while
simultaneously eviscerating state supports for rural smallholders (Ran
drianja & Ellis, 2009). In the wake of this embrace, patterns of move
ment, too, have shifted. Today, it is more appropriate to speak of mobility
as ongoing and emergent, rather than a singular moment of migration.
As the sections below will cover in detail—from gold to sapphires and
vanilla to rosewood1—new resource opportunities arise and expire more
quickly than ever before, sending resource workers across northern
Madagascar following the fleeting demands of the late-capitalist
moment (Fig. 1). The goal of agrarian stability is thus giving way to
the rise of late-capitalist-inspired flexible extraction.
4. Gold and sapphires
The preceding periodization of labor migration(s) in Madagascar
coincides with shifts in the island’s centuries-old gold sector. Since the
late nineteenth century, state-corporate actors—the imperial Merina
regime, French colonial administration, and post-independent Malagasy
government alike—have successively sought to expand industrial, largescale extraction (Decary, 1962; Campbell, 1988; Randrianja and Ellis,
2009). However, these attempts have generally faltered. Instead, the
island’s gold economy remains dominated by artisanal and small-scale
miners (Klein, 2020, 2022), who today number at least one million
(Filou, 2016). When considered together with extraction of sapphires
and other minerals, the composite artisanal and small-scale mining
(ASM) sector comprises the second-largest livelihood source for rural
Malagasy people after smallholder agriculture (Dixon, 2020).
Despite these deep roots, the island’s gold economy has, over the past
many decades, experienced significant transformations, often in line
with changes in global market dynamics. Gold mining activities
expanded following price increases linked to the demise of the gold
standard in the late 1970s, during moments of economic hardship tied to
structural adjustment and political turmoil, and following the start of
gold’s long-running post-2000 price rally. The mineral’s value reached
an unprecedented peak following the 2007–2009 global financial crisis,
settled at an elevated level for a decade thereafter, then peaked again to
its highest-ever price in 2020 amidst the COVID-19 pandemic (see
Fig. 2).
The localized history of northern Madagascar’s goldfields has closely
tracked developments at the national and international levels. The

1

While we focus on these four resource sectors, northern Madagascar has had
and continues to host many other forms of commodity production. For example,
scholars have examined “rush” dynamics and local governance in shrimp fish
ing (e.g. Gezon, 1999; Goedefroit et al., 2002), as well as the marginalization of
migrant sugar plantation laborers (Zhang, 2018).
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Fig. 1. Resource booms for gold, sapphires, vanilla, and rosewood in northern Madagascar from 1990 to 2020.

Fig. 2. Global price of a gram of gold, 1973–2022 (USD).

region’s mineral abundance became widely known following the 1905
“discovery” of deposits at Andavakoera (present-day Betsiaka) by
French colonist Alphonse Mortages. While Mortages invested heavily in
hopes of realizing industrialized, large-scale extraction, most colonialera production, including his own, ultimately came via artisanal sur
face exploitation by Malagasy miners. Such operations relied on an
extensive workforce and faltered from the First World War onwards as
rural Malagasy left or avoided mining due to low gold prices, low
compensation, and agricultural alternatives (Klein, 2020).
Colonial-era companies were hardly the last to attempt industrial
mining in Betsiaka. In the late 1980s and early 1990s, the Bureau de
Recherches Géologiques et Minières (BRGM), the French government’s
overseas mining agency, sought to establish large-scale operations. Since
2012, Madagascar’s state-owned mining company, Kraomita Malagasy
(KRAOMA), has tried the same, most recently in partnership with
several Chinese firms. The sites of interest for these state-corporate ex
tractors, however, have long been and continue to be populated by
thousands of artisanal miners. Rather than laboring on the margins or in
the shadows of corporate operations, these small-scale actors have
instead predominated. Indeed, attempts by both BRGM and KRAOMA to
displace and exclude local miners were met with protest actions that
ultimately prevented dispossession and further entrenched artisanal
gold mining as the economic lifeblood of the region (Klein, 2020,
forthcoming).
While state-corporate interventions have thus played a role in

shaping the extractive subjectivities of miners in the region, the context
is notably different than situations in which industrial mining has
assumed a hegemonic position. Instead, constellations of access, power,
and identity are largely rooted in the persistent prevalence of artisanal
mining, which has grown and transformed significantly over the past
half-century. Older residents of Betsiaka recall the 1970s and 1980s as
times of slow and steady change in local mining economies, as rising
prices drew workers to goldfields across the region. This gradual,
trickling stream of expansion shifted to a sudden, roaring flow in May
1990, when miners made a bonanza strike near the hamlet of Labeka.
More than 15,000 workers—some with prior experience working in gold
sites further afield, others shifting from agriculture or other activi
ties—flooded into the diggings. Labeka was the first of many strikes in
northern Madagascar, which proceeded apace elsewhere in the Betsiaka
region, Daraina, Ambolo, and other areas through the 1990s and early
2000s thanks to the strong gold price, increased prospector population,
and broader economic stagnation following the state’s adoption of
structural adjustment policies.
Gold may be one of the oldest but has hardly been the only booming
commodity sector on offer in the region. In 1996, sapphires were
discovered in and around Ankarana National Park, just 30 km northwest
of Betsiaka. The subsequent rush drew thousands of miners from the
goldfields to the sapphire pits and caves of the Ankarana Massif. Within
two years, in-migration transformed the nearby community of Ambon
dromifehy from a village of 400 to a town of roughly 14,000 serving as a
5
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local outpost for the global gemstone trade (Walsh, 2003, 2004). Some
miners chased subsequent gemstone booms farther afield to sites like
Ilakaka—a major sapphire-producing area in Madagascar’s arid south
west—while others tried their luck at Ankarana over the next few or
many years (Walsh, 2012a).
While the use and exchange values of gold have long been recognized
in Malagasy society, sapphires are a more recent fixture whose price and
purpose have been subject to big and broad conjecture by local miners
and traders. In a rich examination of the impressions left behind as
sapphires flow away from Ambondromifehy into global circuits in ex
change for large sums of cash, Walsh (2004) plays on the double
meaning of “speculation” as both risky capital investment and guess
work to examine how Ankarana’s miners and traders experience glob
alization and generate attendant commentaries. “This is a world,” he
explains, “in which speculating in commodity futures on Wall Street and
speculating about commodity futures in northern Madagascar” articulate
to shape miners’ conception of the world and their place in it (p. 226). In
contemplating what drives global demand for locally-mined stones,
miners and traders offered an array of suggestions, including that sap
phires are used in the production of consumer electronics; in bulletproof
vests, highways, or impenetrable walls; or in the American bombs falling
on Baghdad (Walsh 2004, p. 233). As with vanilla and rosewood to be
discussed in the next section, conjectures of the ultimate purpose of
sapphires are the result of the extreme disconnect between supply and
demand, exacerbated by seemingly arbitrary price booms and busts that
have little to do with the apparent use values of the extracted resource
(Zhu, 2018).
The migratory trend away from the goldfields and toward sapphires
and other precious stones began to reverse in 2000, when price increases
and another substantial gold strike near Betsiaka brought a large share
of miners back to the region. Then, during the late 2000s and early
2010s, a series of coinciding international, national, and local shocks
altered Betsiaka’s gold economy in important ways (Fig. 3). At the in
ternational level, the 2007–2009 global financial crisis led to an astro
nomical spike in the price of gold—from $25.75 per gram in 2008 to a
high of $67 per gram at one point in late 2011 (see Fig. 2). At the na
tional level, the 2009 coup d’état orchestrated by Andry Rajoelina

precipitated political and economic instability across the island and
accelerated illicit gold extraction. And at the local level, beginning in
2010, artisanal miners made a series of strikes near Ambilo, a hamlet
nine kilometers northeast of Betsiaka town. The discoveries raised na
tional awareness of the lucrative opportunities afforded by small-scale
gold mining as an economic sector and Betsiaka as a site of extraction,
employment, and accumulation. As such, their articulation with global
price trends and national political economic contingencies prompted
massive in-migration of and exploration by would-be miners, resulting
in more finds across the region.
In recent years, local officials have estimated Betsiaka’s population
of miners at roughly 25,000—70 percent of whom are migrants—and
generally say that 90 percent of area residents are involved in the gold
economy. Miners often participate in multiple digs, dividing their time
between smaller, consistent producers; larger, sponsored operations;
and monitoring chatter for news of the latest strike, in Betsiaka or
elsewhere. To wit, thousands of additional gold miners are spread across
northern Madagascar, working both well-known, long-producing sites
(e.g., Daraina, Ambolo) and novel, isolated finds (e.g., Ambatobe
n’Anjavy, Antsaba, the forests of Makira and Masoala, and most recently
in June 2022 the rural hinterlands of Mandritsara). The region’s
gemstone sector has also remained robust. Though far removed from its
boomtown heyday, Ambondromifehy continues to host several thou
sand sapphire miners (Walsh, 2015) and discoveries of other gemstone
deposits in northern Madagascar2 have provided further extractive op
portunities, as well.
The COVID-19 pandemic—which resulted in a series of lockdown
orders and the suspension of air travel to/from the island, severely
restricting the transport of gold and capital to/from the diggings—has
provided yet another example of how erratic shifts in demand flows
shape rural Malagasy workers’ experiences of labor and precarity. While
the international price of gold was hitting record highs in late 2020,
local prices in the region collapsed, stagnated, briefly recovered, then
fell again due to cash constraints and difficulties moving the metal off
the island (see Fig. 4). This decline and volatility have been especially
brutal for poorer miners who sell small amounts of gold to meet daily
subsistence needs, as the price per decigram is often 30 percent lower
than the going rate per gram, and the cost of staple foodstuffs like rice,
oil, and sugar have simultaneously increased 50 percent. Responses to
such extreme economic hardship—which locals call chomage (often
translated as “unemployment,” though work has not ceased)—have
varied. Many laborers have persisted in mining, trying to weather the
present context on small finds and meager rations. Others have shifted
into other forms of extraction, especially in nearby forests—charcoal
production, for example, or the harvesting of wood for construction. In
other words, they have traded extraction of lucrative resources tied to
speculative global demand for those used or consumed locally, working
to subsist as they await news of the next boom (Klein et al, 2021).
The circumstances of the pandemic are contingent and extreme, but
rural laborers’ strategies in the face of these circumstances aptly reveal
elements of the generalized shift in subjectivities to which this article
calls attention. While many approach mining as a career and maintain
gold or sapphires as preferred targets, the inherent uncertainty of ore
bodies’ locations and volatility in global market dynamics have led
miners to develop a sense of flexibility, dexterity, and openness to op
portunities in other proximate resource sectors, mineral or otherwise.
Many of Betsiaka’s miners—especially the older cohort of miners who
first arrived in the early 1990s—have spent time working the sapphire
pits of Ankarana or Ilakaka. Accustomed to living with uncertainty
(Walsh, 2012a), they and their families are liable to pack up and travel
to areas where recent gemstone strikes have been made, trying their luck
before returning to the goldfields. Many, too, have worked in other

Fig. 3. International vs. local (Betsiaka) price for gram of gold, average per
year, 1980–2021. Local historical price data was collected by the second author
during 10 months of ethnographic study in Betsiaka from October 2017 through
July 2018, as well as through regular follow-up interviews with key in
terlocutors via messaging applications from July 2018 through the present.
Gold mined in Betsiaka is assumed to be 18 karats, meaning 75 percent pure
(with the remaining 25 percent being silver). This graph shows the translation
of global trends to local outcomes; the overall increase in gold’s local price over
the past several decades; the widening gap between global and local prices; and
the sudden untethering of local from global during the COVID-19 pandemic.

2
E.g., demantoid at Antetezambato, sapphires at Antokita (Andampy), and
sapphires at Antsirabe (Ampasindava) (Cook and Healy 2012).
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to the establishment of rosewood market activity on the back of the
vanilla market, making the forestry sector an important source of rents
for some traders also involved in the vanilla trade” (p. xiii). Indeed, the
rosewood trade during this intense period would prove to be far more
lucrative than vanilla. Only after severe government intervention in the
beginning of 2014 did exports decline and the price of rosewood
plummet, as many bosses were shut out of the market. But all was not
lost. Just as the rosewood market closed in 2014, the vanilla market
experienced another unprecedented boom, with prices reaching more
than twice previous highs (Osterhoudt, 2017; Osterhoudt, 2020). And
since the vanilla boom has once again turned to bust amidst the COVID19 pandemic, rumors of a rosewood market revival are on the rise.
Such political economic volatility, as noted above, is reflected in
cultural practice. As the price of vanilla soared to double, triple, even
tually twenty times its historic level during the first four years of the new
millennium, strange things began to happen in the northeast. Minor
oddities peppered the landscape: a chameleon plastered with money
might cross one’s path at the edges of town, or a passerby might glance
over to find a man joyously smashing ripened mangoes purchased by the
side of the road (see Zhu, 2018). Similar occurrences were documented
during other booms associated with rosewood and sapphires (Walsh,
2003; Zhu, 2018). In the most extreme cases, a few of the countryside’s
nouveau riche were rumored to have gone clinically insane, boiling up
cash to eat as soup. The phenomenon of “hot money” (vola mafana)—
spending one’s earnings in fanciful sprees—swept the countryside (Zhu,
2022).
The volatility of vanilla and rosewood—as with gold and
sapphires—is a product of the whims of global finance capital mediated
(or not) by national policies. After the Malagasy government agreed to
stop setting the price of vanilla, conforming to neoliberal market re
forms, the price experienced violent oscillations. Meanwhile, demand
for rosewood (hong mu in Mandarin) as a distinctive cultural commodity
spiked in China. Following Deng Xiaoping’s market reforms and
continuing to this day—as Chinese nationals have embraced capitalism
and sought to redefine their modernity with strong reference to the
country’s cultural past—rosewood furniture styles dating back to the
Ming and Qing Dynasties (1368–1911) have experienced a cultural re
naissance (Zhu, 2020, 2022). Within the context of a late-capitalist
economy, however, Chinese investors have begun to embrace these
markets not only for their cultural value, but also for their potential for
financial appreciation. Far from a simple marketplace for consumers,
rosewood has become a type of stock exchange—“a playground for in
vestors” (China Daily, 2011). Since around 2005, rosewood in China has
transformed into a speculative cultural currency. Like gold, the wood is
now purchased for pure speculation—in both its raw form as logs and
finished as furniture.
With speculative investment driving the price of this endangered
timber to unprecedented highs, conservationists find it difficult to keep
up. In moments of intensive speculation, the rarest raw timbers can be
worth their weight in gold (Sina Collection, 2010). As finished antique
furniture, these woods can sell for more than their weight in gold (SICA,
2011). China’s speculative demand has triggered logging booms in no
fewer than thirty countries across the globe, with one of the most
controversial sites being in Madagascar (see Remy, 2017; Anonymous,
2018; Zhu, 2022). Rosewood from Madagascar is highly endangered,
limited primarily to national parks in the island’s far northeast that
contain the country’s largest remaining contiguous rainforests. Since
2009, thousands of loggers have entered these national parks in search
of the trees, while legions of Chinese ships have sailed along the coast
picking up logs coming from the forest. Meanwhile, Western donors
have created a special rosewood “task force” to fight against this trade.
Over $1 billion has been channeled into Madagascar to finance either
rosewood conservation or logging, in a place where most people make
less than a dollar a day.
Finding themselves amidst this global struggle, Malagasy villagers
alternate opportunistically between positions as loggers and

Fig. 4. International vs. local (Betsiaka) prices per gram of gold, average price
per year, 2017-present. When asking the local price of gold in Betsiaka, the
initial response tends to be the price per gram—meaning, the price buyers will
pay for a gram of gold. However, many miners sell their gold not by the gram,
but rather by the decigram. This is because they rely on having a small but
consistent daily income for subsistence purposes, and most digs only pull a
decigram or two per miner out of the ground per day. Buyers take advantage of
the situation by offering one going price for gold for amounts of a gram or more,
and another, lower price for petty amounts below a gram.

resource sectors, including rosewood and vanilla, which harbor their
own boom and bust dynamics as discussed further below.
5. Vanilla and rosewood
Vanilla provides an even more extreme example of price volatility
than that of gold or sapphires. As the second-most-expensive spice in the
world with only a few locations of intensive cultivation on the supply
end and only a handful of major importing companies on the demand
end, vanilla as a sector is characterized by severe booms and busts. For
decades leading up to the 1990s, the price of vanilla had been set by the
Malagasy government, and long before that by the colonial regime.
Following this historic stability, and at the insistence of the World Bank
and the IMF, the Malagasy government liberated the price of vanilla to
the whims of the free market. After an initial decline, the price soared in
2000 when the largest cyclone in a half century devastated prime vanilla
territory. Rural villagers whose crop survived were greeted by a wealth
that exceeded their wildest expectations (Zhu, 2018).
But by 2006—three years after its peak—the price of vanilla had
crashed (Fig. 5). Latecomers who moved to the region to join the trade
tended their crop for the three years required before it bears fruit, only
to see the price plunge by first harvest. After an intense period of
devastation, of great and unexplained loss, an economic equilibrium
predicated on other forms of production and extraction returned. There
were still cloves and coffee to sell and gold and sapphires to mine, each
with their own ups and downs, albeit not so stark. Soon, however, the
ephemerality of this “equilibrium” was revealed—upended by the dawn
of rosewood.
Just as the price of vanilla reached its lowest point in 2007, rosewood
became a booming alternative, its exchange value climbing in a near
mirror image. As with mineral extraction, rosewood logging became a
bonanza economy thanks to the political void left by Madagascar’s 2009
coup d’état. Large numbers of rosewood trees were illicitly logged from
national parks in northeastern Madagascar during the aftermath of the
coup (Randriamala and Liu, 2010; Zhu, 2017; Anonymous, 2018), with
the low price of vanilla making the logging boom that much more
forceful. “The decline of the vanilla industry, a critical mainstay of
regional elites,” a World Bank report (2010) observes, “opened the door
7
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Fig. 5. Export prices for vanilla in Madagascar, 1961–2019, and the estimated price of rosewood in coastal Malagasy cities from 2000 to 2020. Notice their inverse
relationship. Vanilla data comes from FAOSTAT, accessed June 2021. Rosewood estimates come from research interlocutors and studies, including Global Witness
and EIA (2009, 2010) and Randriamalala and Liu (2010). They provide only a rough estimate of regional price averages that conceals substantial variation by month
and location.

6. Flexible extraction and mobile subjectivities

rode the rosewood wave from the mid-2000s through the sector’s offi
cial shuttering in 2013, and transitioned to gold mining thereafter.
Or consider Vivato (Fig. 6d). A generation older than Fabian and
Pierre, Vivato was part of Betsiaka’s first set of modern rushes in the
early 1990s. He decamped to Ambondromifehy and further afield, to
Ilakaka, to try his luck at sapphires through the later 1990s and early
2000s, then rejoined the gold sector to work multiple sites in and around
Betsiaka thereafter. Dida (Fig. 6c), in contrast, is a generation younger
than Fabian and Pierre. His trajectory—from logging rosewood in the
northeast, to mining gold around Betsiaka, to hunting sapphires in the
northwest, then back to Betsiaka’s gold tunnels, on to laboring on the
vanilla plantations of the northeast, and finally back to Betsiaka once
more—exhibits even greater splintering and more rapid oscillation be
tween sectors. Though not meant to be fully representative of the re
gion’s population of resource workers, these individuals’ stories proffer
a window into the lives and livelihoods of northern Madagascar’s flex
ible extractors—and how they are (perhaps) becoming more fragmented
and accelerated as time goes on.
Across northern Madagascar where such trajectories are charted,
new discursive formations have arisen to describe contemporary rural
life. One example is the proliferation of mpitrandraka—people who
prospect and exploit.3 Miners looking for gold or sapphires are mpi
trandraka, prospecting for and exploiting opportunities at the intersec
tion of global commodity circuits and the underground. So, too, are

The recurring resource booms and busts detailed above have shaped
life in northern Madagascar in profound ways. Workers like Fabian
embark on various trajectories (see Fig. 6) to navigate concomitant
dynamics and seize opportunities as they arise. Take, for example, Pierre
(Fig. 6b), presently a Betsiaka-based gold miner in his late thirties, like
Fabian. Pierre began extractive work as a quartz miner in the late 1990s,
shifted into the vanilla sector during its initial boom in the early 2000s,

3
Mpitrandraka is the noun form. As a verb (“to prospect and exploit”), the
word is written as mitrandraka (for present tense), nitrandraka (for past tense),
or hitrandraka (for future tense). The word as applied to various sectors typi
cally contains dimensions of both prospecting for new opportunities as well as
following through and exploiting those opportunities (e.g., through the physical
process of extraction).

conservation workers as the money comes in from both sides. Guides for
the national parks often engage in rosewood logging when the market is
booming. Forest officials, meanwhile, try their hand at trading the
wood, with some advancing high in the local ranks. These global de
mands make little sense from the perspective of the people so deeply
affected in Madagascar. With rosewood, villagers marvel as to why
Chinese buyers pay so much for only this tree and why, in contrast,
Western donors want so badly to conserve it (Zhu, 2017). They are
equally confused by the demand for vanilla, laughing at the possibility
that this commodity that can be worth as much per kilogram as silver is
used for nothing more than flavor and fragrance (Zhu, 2018). Similar to
speculation over the uses of sapphires, some Malagasy vanilla workers
wonder whether the spice might be used in tires or dynamite—more
vital industrial products than their true destination of baking and cos
metics (Ecott, 2005). Most, however, avoid examining too closely the
global demands that find their way to Madagascar—the mysterious
cultural economies and peculiar conservation campaigns—instead
hoping only to benefit for as long as they can. This is the survival
strategy of rural Malagasy people in the twenty-first century: alternating
opportunistically between different extractive, subsistence, and wage
labor opportunities through ever more flexible arrangements, poised to
respond to the fleeting global demands of the moment.
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Fig. 6. Journeys of four Malagasy resource workers: (a) Fabian, (b) Pierre, (c) Dida, and (d) Vivato. Dida, the youngest, demonstrates the most varied resource work,
while Vivato, the eldest, demonstrates the least varied, focusing only on mining.
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woodcutters felling logs—exploiting the forest (mitrandraka ala)—or
coastal workers harvesting fish, or sea cucumbers, or other creatures
from the sea. Those seeking to exploit young talent—to find rising
singers, dancers, and soccer players to develop and profit off their
skill—are also mpitrandraka. The term denotes the importance of pro
specting for and exploiting opportunities more than any particular sector
or substance.
The multiplication of Madagascar’s mpitrandraka—or “prospectorexploiters”—is indicative of the rising mentality of resource workers
who see their labor in more flexible and opportunistic terms. The same is
true for the rise of those who are “experts in money” (mahay vola) rather
than experts in a particular sector or skill (e.g., buying, selling, or
trading gold or rosewood). The heightened prevalence of these terms has
been shaped by both necessity and desire. In part, it is the result of a
yawning gap of opportunities—that is, the lack of “proper jobs” (Fer
guson & Li, 2018) for increasingly-educated Malagasy to fill. However, it
is also tied to a resistance among northern Malagasy to formal
employment arrangements that lock residents into rigid terms (Gezon,
2017), and to the waning of sedentary agrarian aspirations for many
rural residents.
An illustration of this shift in sensibilities comes from the way in
which rural northern Malagasy respond when asked their occupation—a
question that comes up quite frequently. On national identification
cards, most rural Malagasy are categorized as farmers (mpamboly).
While a strong majority of Madagascar’s citizens are indeed subsistence
farmers, the “farmer” label is also a rural residual, a classification used
regardless of the actual constellation of sources from which rural resi
dents assemble their livelihoods. When left to self-identify, however,
flexible resource workers are liable to drop the “farmer” moniker and
instead label themselves as mpitrandraka (prospector-exploiters).
Attendance sheets from community meetings in the gold mining hub of
Betsiaka, for instance, are populated not only with the names and sig
natures of self-identified farmers or gold miners (mpiasa volamena), but
also those of mpitrandraka.
Fabian, Pierre, and Dida each readily identified as mpitrandraka;
Vivato did, as well, but tended to qualify the moniker with words or
statements specifying his attachment to mining activities in particular.
He explained once:

was climbing, and strikes had been made at Ambilo. I moved with
two buddies to Ambilo, to try our luck. They stayed in Ambilo, but I
came to Betsiaka…I’m very tamana here…The money so far has been
smaller but more consistent…but I feel like big money is close.”
What would Pierre do if he were to have great luck and strike big
money in Betsiaka? Find six American wives, at least one of whom
should own a 4x4 vehicle, he laughed in response. Then, more seriously,
he added: “Mbola hitrandraka fo.” He will continue to prospect and
exploit—chasing the next boom, moving to the next land of opportunity,
making himself at home along the way.
Young Dida expressed similar sentiments, as well, attaching his
disposition quite tightly to mobility itself. After recounting the basic
components of the journey depicted in Fig. 6c, for example, he invoked a
phrase common among prospector-exploiters: Zah zatra mandeha, “I am
accustomed to going” (or “moving”). Being “accustomed to going” is
seen as essential to the success of any prospector-exploiter, as is the
ability to learn fast (malaky mahay). In relating the stories of their
respective arrivals in the gold diggings, miners in Betsiaka frequently
stressed both their ability to quickly acquire skills or know-how (hay tao)
and to become accustomed to difficult, dangerous work deep under
ground. Mavo, another young Malagasy man in his thirties who had
straddled not only resource sectors but also the roles of laborer,
middleman, and sponsor at various times, highlighted his prior igno
rance to further underline this point:
“I’m used to working in between types of extraction, or types of re
sources. I worked in vanilla in Vohemar, then down in Mananara. I
worked rosewood down there in 2012, 2013—in Antalaha as well
—and made good money…But the market closed, and our friend was
arrested. Then someone came to me and said, ‘Hey, there’s a ton of
gold coming out of Betsiaka.’ ‘Where’s Betsiaka?’ I asked. I didn’t
even know the area! I didn’t know much about gold. I’d seen it—but
only as a finished product. I didn’t even know what gold coming out
of the earth looked like! Can you imagine? But then I came to Mar
ogadra [near Ambilo and Betsiaka], and after just a few weeks, I was
already skilled and capable (efa mahay).”
Mavo and other middlemen buyers were also apt to emphasize their
expertise not only in the physical processes of extraction, but also in
money generally. They are indeed “experts in money”—or rather, they
are experts in turning money into more money via investments across
various extractive operations linked to global financial speculation.
While the preceding examples all feature male interlocutors, women
are heavily involved in the (re)production of northern Madagascar’s
resource frontiers. They predominate in Betsiaka’s alluvial gold panning
sites (Klein, 2022), comprise a significant minority of sapphire buyers in
Ambondromifehy (Walsh, 2012b), head roughly 20 percent of vanillagrowing households in the northeast (Hänke et al, 2018), and have
played conspicuous roles as rosewood buyers (Zhu, 2022). They also
engage in complex and oft-mobile livelihood bricolage, pairing stints of
wage labor and petty commerce with extractive labor, processing work,
and/or petty sponsorship. Véronique, a 30-year-old woman from the
northeastern town of Sambava, for example, left home to work as a
domestique in the cities of Antsiranana and Antananarivo, then moved to
Betsiaka because of its reputation as a place of opportunity (tany misy
vola). There she spends most of her time running one of the town’s bar/
nightclubs, but also pans for gold, invests in larger digs as she is able,
and has financed the establishment of a vanilla plot back home through
remittances. Still, despite the undeniable feminization (Lahiri-Dutt,
2015) of certain elements and sites of extraction across the region, the
phenomenon of flexible extraction we describe here—the labor of felling
and moving rosewood logs, tunneling to gold deposits, exploring cave
complexes in search of sapphires, and deftly shifting between such
activities—is dominated by men.
Each of the accounts presented above reflects a disposition towards
what one might call the “positive” characteristics of or attributes needed

“Yes, there are many workers today that are mpitrandraka in a more
general sense. For example, they might exploit the forest, looking for
rosewood or animals, or making charcoal. Especially the younger
workers are like this, more and more. I’ve long been a mpitran
draka… and I’ve moved around a lot, worked in many different re
gions. But I’m accustomed to working underground—working
minerals (harena an-kibon’ny tany), gemstones (vatosoa), gold (vola
mena). I’m used to moving to different places and working with
different substances—depending on when there is a rush, or when
the prices change and there is a shift in where you can make mon
ey—but I’m a mpitrandraka of the subsoil, not of everything.”
Fabian and Pierre, meanwhile, both conveyed their self-association
with the more expansive sense of mpitrandraka by discussing how
comfortable or “at home” (tamana) they were transitioning between
sectors and places. Fabian emphasized repeatedly that he had been
tamana in the rosewood sector and its capital of Antalaha, even as he
complained about the extremely physically demanding nature of log
ging. Pierre, too, said he had been tamana undertaking various forms of
work in and around Antalaha—vanilla, quartz mining, rosewood log
ging. “Money makes you tamana,” he said, smiling. He went on:
“It’s good to try different things, because you never know when you
might have luck. You have to go to places with opportunity [tany
misy vola, literally “places where there is money”] like Betsiaka at the
right time. In 2004 and 2005, my vanilla crop failed, but that was
right when rosewood was starting to take off. Man, that was hard
work, but also big money. Then, when rosewood was closing, gold
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for success in the speculative-commodity-entangled economic landscape
of northern Madagascar: flexibility, adaptability, fortitude, and so on.
Indeed, the prospector-exploiters discussed above (all encountered in
Betsiaka in 2017–2018) were an optimistic cohort. Optimism—or, as
Bryceson and coauthors (2020) call it in the case of Tanzanian miners,
“irrational exuberance”—is common in mining sites and other extractive
landscapes. Extractive laborers’ mobile subjectivities are often rooted in
unreasonable expectations of striking it rich. No one moves to the dig
gings or forests or fields expecting failure. Moreover, miners and loggers
are willing to undertake extremely hard labor and tolerate deficient
housing or other physical discomforts and inconveniences, overlooking
such temporary challenges with abiding hopes of luck (anjara) or destiny
(vintana) in mind.
Sometimes, however, the difficulties become too much to bear, and
precarity—the flipside of flexibility—shines through. Consider again the
case of Pierre. In recounting his trajectory between sites and sectors
above, Pierre told a story of opportunity, determination, and suc
cess—but there between the lines are a set of events and conditions that
have made his life and work exceedingly difficult: vanilla crop failures
and dramatic price oscillations, political instability and the violent
shuttering of the rosewood trade, and unpredictable gold production
that has left him and his family with a consistent but meager income.
The proverbial hits keep coming for northern Malagasy prospectorexploiters. Defying expectations of recovery after a steep decline in
2020, the local price of vanilla fell further in early 2021. With no sign of
abatement, the Malagasy government set a minimum export price of
$250 per kilogram. Given low prices, “life becomes miserable,”
explained Aurelian, an Antalaha-based interlocutor in his early thirties.
People have sold off durable goods and transitioned to other activities
like fishing and charcoal production, he said. His brother—who did well
as a gold miner in Ambilo from 2010 to 2015, then invested his earnings
in vanilla production near Antalaha from 2015 to 2021—sold his car and
moved back to Ambilo to mine once again. Aurelien stated that he and
other local people do not know the cause of vanilla’s price collapse—but
their intuition is that the government is manipulating the sector to its
benefit, and to their detriment. In response, they have reversed their
support for President Andry Rajoelina, who carried the region after
promising to triple vanilla prices while campaigning in 2018. “We are
suffering,” Aurelian said. “We are disappointed.”
Gold mining, moreover, is far from the reliable safe haven it once
may have seemed. The COVID-19 pandemic has thoroughly disrupted
northern Madagascar’s gold economy and heightened the precarity of
extractors’ lives and livelihoods. As Jaozandry, a Betsiaka miner in his
late 20s, described his recent hardship:

speculative dynamics of a late-capitalist economy. Local residents rarely
engage in only one sector. Resource booms and busts heighten the need
for ever-more-flexible extractive subjects that can navigate between
oscillating global demands as miner or logger, conservation worker or
cash cropper, and so forth. Fabian and others, as introduced above and
illustrated in Fig. 6, demonstrate this tendency to shift from one resource
trade to the next as global political-economic and domestic conditions
permit. They are hardly exceptional. Rather, there are tens of thousands
of rural Malagasy laborers following similarly elastic trajectories as they
enlist in the rise of flexible extraction.
More and more, rural residents see their life’s work as necessarily
mobile: they are not subsistence smallholders, cash croppers, miners, or
loggers by identity, but rather something else. This is not a material
shift. As noted, there have been few material changes to relevant pro
duction processes in gold, sapphires, rosewood, and vanilla. Rather, it is
a largely immaterial shift in the subjectivities of resource workers that
emerged gradually over the past several decades as successive and
overlapping booms swept the region. The difference may seem subtle
but is noteworthy: the discrete event of migration has splintered into the
subjective experience of mobility. Flexible extraction—ongoing and
existential—has risen to become a distinctive and defining feature of
resource work in northern Madagascar.
The “flexibility” of northern Madagascar’s resource workers bears
notable resemblance to that of late-capitalist workers the world over.
Their stories capture the subjective experience of late capitalism not
from its cosmopolitan centers, but from the rural extractive margins that
continue to anchor the global economy in material reality. Although
rural workers in Madagascar may seem a far cry from the pure, even
virtual, mobility of the post-industrial knowledge worker in the global
North—switching from one start-up to another in a precarious gig
economy—they nevertheless provide something of a still-very-material,
pre-industrial analogue. Both forms of flexibility—material or vir
tual—share the political economic backdrop of increased price volatility
due to global financial speculation, alongside states gutted by neoliberal
reforms. Both mark the loss of agrarian or industrial certainty and the
necessary, albeit often reluctant, turn toward precarity. This surprising
analogy highlights the potential for unexpected alliances between labor
across the global North and South that are badly needed if any reform or
revolution of the capitalist mode of production is to occur (Räthzel et al.,
2021). Despite their drastically different positionalities with respect to
late capitalism, the gig economy workers of the cosmopolitan global
North and the prospector-exploiters of Madagascar—and perhaps of
resource frontiers across the global South more broadly—are leaving
behind the grand narratives and singular trajectories associated with
industry and agriculture and embracing, for better or worse, precarious
mobilities.

“…[N]ot only has gold become more difficult to find recently, but the
price of a decigram has decreased a lot. We’ve struggled greatly
because we have no reliable source of income. I’ve continued to
mine, but I was accustomed to getting 35,000 FMG [roughly $1.87]
for a decigram—and then the price fell to 15,000 FMG [roughly
$0.80]! How could we not fall into suffering?”
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While some miners have indeed shifted to other forms of extraction,
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the nearby protected area, for example—are barely remunerative
enough to support basic subsistence. The general dispositions of north
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